Chronic evaluations of ventricular ejection phase dynamics during abdominal left ventricular assist device (ALVAD) pumping in the awake, unanesthetized calf.
In 1974, between 2 and 8% of the 50,000 adult patients undergoing cardiac surgery in this country succumbed in the early post-operative period from left ventricular failure, despite various methods of pharmacologic and/or mechanical support. Our laboratories have concentrated on the development, modification, evaluation, and validation of an abdominally positioned left ventricular assist device which has the potential of reducing these mortalities. Continuous testing in animals, for periods exceeding 2 mos, satisfied reliability, durability and longevity requirements. The cumulative results of these investigations were reviewed at the National Heart and Lung Institute on August 21, 1975. Authorization for clinical trials of the device according to specific criteria and protocols46 was approved on November 1, 1975. The ALVAD is now in the early stages of clinical testing. The results of the current experiments demonstrate that ventricular outflow impedance and prosthetic inflow impedance are the major determinants of left ventricular assist device hemodynamic effectiveness. By markedly reducing outflow impedance, the ALVAD profoundly lowers ventricular pressure-work and oxygen demands while simultaneously increasing ventricular performance and maintaining or augmenting systemic perfusion. Moreover, our studies indicate that improved device designs (intended for intermediate and long-term implantation) and maximal performance can be achieved by focusing on these central determinants.